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Applied Econometrics Missing Data, Combining Data Sets, Matching



“Matching” or “Statistical Matching” or imputing refer to a broad range of techniques used for two main purposes: Solving missing data problem, integrating different datasets, Experiment studies evaluation problem when comparing treated and non treated (control) subjects.



Applied Econometrics Missing Data, Combining Data Sets, Matching



Why combining different data sources? Missing or poorly measured data (income) for some observations (.) Missing information in data sets (imputation and matching) Grouping individual observations (putting into homogenous clusters) Comparing outcomes in time and space of similar population groups Building the longitudinal data (pseudo-panels) Policy evaluation methods beyond the pure experimental design: building the counterfactual.



Applied Econometrics Missing Data, Combining Data Sets, Matching



The popularity of matching techniques has increased considerably during the last decades with purpose – policy evaluation ). Today they are mainly used for matching treatment and control units in order to estimate causal treatment effects from observational studies or for integrating two or more data sets that share a common subset of covariates. We will discuss first more traditional applications: missing or erroneous observations imputation by multivariate simple and multiple matching regression techniques and propensity score methods. We will discuss the conditions under which the matching techniques can have a causal interpretation of the estimated differences between matched units ( distance between the compared units, or “treatment effect”). Discussion of the trade off between the selection of covariates (and their possible measurement errors) than the choice of a specific matching strategy.



Applied Econometrics Missing Data, Combining Data Sets, Matching



Missing data and imputation Imputation is generally the process of estimating or predicting the missing observations: gaps in data because of wrong responses, or non responses, attrition in panels … Sometimes it is possible to import them from other sources (administrative files but it supposes identification of surveyed units and raises confidentiality question.
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Applied Econometrics Missing Data, Combining Data Sets, Matching



The simplest way of handling missing data is to delete them and analyze only the reduced sample of “complete” observations. For example, in the case of panel A, the complete sample would be the subset of (y, x1, x2, x3) formed by all available data on x1 and the corresponding observations on (y, x2, x3). In the case of panel B, however, following this approach one would leave no usable observations, unless one excluded (x1, x2) from the analysis. In panel C the complete data set is formed after deleting any observation that contains a missing data point on any of the three repressors.



Applied Econometrics Missing Data, Combining Data Sets, Matching



Model based Imputation Assumptions The basic idea is to treat the missing variables as random variables. Rubin’s (1976) framwork involves Y, an N × p matrix consisting of a complete data set, which may not be fully observed. Denote by Yobs the observed part and by Ymis the nonobserved (missing) part. In the context of a regression model Y refers to both the regressors and the response (dependent) variables. Let R denote an N × p matrix of indicator variables whose elements are zero or one depending on whether corresponding values in the Y matrix are missing or observed.



Applied Econometrics Missing Data, Combining Data Sets, Matching



Model based Imputation Assumptions For regression with single dependent variable, Y contains data on the response variable y and the (p − 1) regressors X. The probability that Xki , the ith observation on variable Xk , is missing may be (i) independent of its realized value, (ii) dependent on its realized value, (iii) dependent on Xkj , j ≠ i, (iv) dependent on Xlj , j ≠ i, l ≠ k.



Applied Econometrics Missing Data, Combining Data Sets, Matching



Model based Imputation Assumptions Missing at Random



Suppose xi (i = 1, . . . , N) is an observation on a variable in the data set under study. The missing at random (MAR) assumption is that the “missingness” in xi does not depend on its value but may depend on the values of x j ( j ≠ i ). Formally,



After controlling for other observations on x, the probability of missingness of xi is unrelated to the value of xi .



Applied Econometrics Missing Data, Combining Data Sets, Matching



Model based Imputation Assumptions Missing at Random Rubin’s (1976) more formal definition states the following: The MAR assumption implies that the probability model for the indicator variable R does not depend on Ymis Ymis, that is,



where ψ is the underlying (vector) parameter of the missingness mechanism.
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Model based Imputation Assumptions Missing at Random Under MAR no nonresponse bias is induced in a likelihood-based inference that ignores the missing data mechanism, although the resulting estimates may be inefficient. If the MAR assumption fails, however, the probability of missingness depends on the unobserved missing values. The MAR restriction is not testable because the values of the missing data are unknown. Because MAR is a strong assumption, sensitivity analyses based on different assumptions about missingness are desirable.
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Model based Imputation Assumptions Missing at Random A separate issue is whether the pattern of missing data is purely random. In practice, we might expect that observations missing inside clusters of data, may be correlated. However, this issue is not related to that of nonresponse bias resulting from the missingness being connected to data values.
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Model based Imputation Assumptions Missing completely at Random Missing completely at random (MCAR) is a special case of MAR. It means that Yobs is a simple random sample of all potentially observable data values . Again suppose xi is an observation on a variable in the data set under study. Then the data on xi is said to be MCAR if the probability of missing data on xi depends neither on its own values nor on the values of other variables in the data set. Formally, xi is MCAR ⇒ Pr[xi is missing | xi , x j ∀ j ≠ I = = Pr[xi is missing]. For example, MCAR is violated if (a) those who do not report income are younger, on average, than those who do or if (b) typically small (large) values are missing. MCAR implies that the observed data are a random subsample of the potential full sample If the assumptions were valid no biases would result from ignoring incomplete observations with missing values. The corollary is that the failure of MCAR implies a sample selection type of bias. MAR is a weaker assumption that still aids imputation as it assumes that the missing data mechanism depends only on observed quantities.
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Model based Imputation Assumptions Ignorable and Nonignorable Missingness A missing data mechanism is said to be ignorable if (a) the data set is MAR (b) the parameters for the missing data-generating process, ψ, are unrelated to the parameters θ that we want to estimate. A nonignorable missing data mechanism arises if the MAR assumption is violated for (y, x), but it would not be violated if MAR is violated only for x. In that case the data generation process for missing data must be modeled along with the overall model to obtain consistent estimates of the parameters θ. To avoid the possibility of selection bias,estimators such as Heckman’s two-stage procedure must be used.
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Handling Missing Data without Models Using Available Data Only If no models are to be used, then one can simply analyze the available data or one can analyze data after non-model-based imputation.



Listwise deletion or complete case analysis means the deletion of the observations (cases) that have missing values on one or more of the variables in the data set. Under the MCAR assumption, the remaining sample after listwise deletion remains a random sample from the original population; therefore the estimates based on it are consistent. However, the standard errors will be inflated because less information is used. If the number of regressors is large, then the total effect of listwise deletion can lead to very substantial reduction in the total number of observations. This might encourage one to leave out of the analysis variables with a high proportion of missing observations, but the results generated by such practice are potentially misleading.
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Handling Missing Data without Models Using Available Data Only



If MCAR is not satisfied and the missing data are only MAR, then the estimates will be biased. Thus listwise deletion is not robust to the violations of MCAR. However, listwise deletion is robust to the violations of MAR among the independent variables (regressors) in regression analysis, that is, when the probability of missing data on any regressor does not depend on the values of the dependent variable. Briefly, listwise deletion is acceptable if incomplete cases attributable to missing data comprise a small percentage, say 5% or less, of the number of total cases . It is important that the sample after listwise deletion is representative of the population under study.



In listwise deletion a case is dropped from an analysis because it has a missing value in at least one of the specified variables. The analysis is only run on cases which have a complete set of data.



Pairwise deletion occurs when the statistical procedure uses cases that contain some missing data. The procedure cannot include a particular variable when it has a missing value, but it can still use the case when analyzing other variables with non-missing values. A case may contain 3 variables: VAR1, VAR2, and VAR3. A case may have a missing value for VAR1, but this does not prevent some statistical procedures from using the same case to analyze variables VAR2 and VAR3. Pairwise deletion allows you to use more of your data. However, each computed statistic may be based on a different subset of cases. This can be problematic. For example, a correlation matrix computed using pairwise deletion may not be positive semidefinite. That is, it may have negative eigenvalues, which can create problems for various statistical analyses. This can occur because when correlations are computed using different cases, the resulting patterns can be ones that are impossible to produce with complete data.
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Handling Missing Data without Models Using Available Data Only Pairwise deletion or available-case analysis is often considered a better method than listwise deletion. The idea here is to use all possible pairs of observations (x1i , x2i ) in estimating joint sample moments of (x1, x2) and to use all observations on an individual variable in estimating marginal moments. The proposal here is to use maximum information to estimate individual summary statistics such as means and covariances and then to use these summary statistics to compute the regression estimates. There are two important limitations of pairwise deletion: (1) Conventionally estimated standard errors and test statistics are biased and (2) the resulting regressor covariance matrix X’X may not be positive definite.
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Handling Missing Data without Models Imputation without models Mean imputation or mean substitution involves replacing missing observations by the average of the available values. It is mean-preserving but will have impact on the marginal distribution of the data. It is obvious that the probability mass in the center of the marginal distribution will increase. It will also affect the covariances and correlations with other variables..
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Handling Missing Data without Models Imputation without models



Simple hot deck imputation involves replacement of the missing value by a randomly drawn value from the available observed values of that variable, somewhat like a bootstrap procedure.



It preserves the marginal distribution of the variable, but it distorts the covariances and correlations between variables. In a regression setting neither of these two well-known approaches are attractive despite their simplicity.
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Observed-Data Likelihood Imputation without models



The modern approach to missing data is to impute values for missing observations by making single or multiple draws from the estimated distribution based on the postulated observed data model and the model for the missing data mechanism.



The Bayesian variants of this procedure make the draws from the posterior distribution, which uses both the likelihood and the prior distribution of the parameters.



The first important issue involves the role played by the missing data mechanism in the imputation procedure and especially whether the missing data mechanism is ignorable.
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Observed-Data Likelihood Let θ denote the parameters of the dgp for Y = (Yobs,Ymis) and let ψ denote the parameters of the missing data mechanism. For convenience of notation it is assumed that (Yobs,Ymis) are continuous variables. Then the joint distribution of (R,Yobs) is given by:
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Observed-Data Likelihood The first equality derives the joint probability of (R,Yobs) by integrating out (or averaging over) Ymis from the joint probability of all data and R. The second line factors the joint probability into conditional and marginal components, the conditioning being with respect to Yobs and Ymis. The third line separates the missing data mechanism from the observed data mechanism; this step is justified by the MAR assumption. The last line means that θ and ψ are distinct parameters and hence inference about θ can ignore the missing data mechanism and depends on Yobs alone.
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Observed-Data Likelihood The observed-data likelihood is proportional to the last factor in the fourth line:



L[θ|Yobs] ∝ Pr [Yobs|θ] . It involves only the observed data Yobs even though the parameters θ appear in the dgp for all observations (observed and missing).
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Regression-Based Imputation A least-squares based imputation. The key component is use of the EM algorithm, (like Bayesian MCMC) The EM algorithm consists of the expectation step and the maximization step. Linear Regression Example with Missing Data on a Dependent Variable In practice one can have missing observations on dependent (endogenous) variables and/or explanatory variables. We consider a regression example that has missing data on the dependent variable, with



where E[u|X] = 0 and Euu|X= σ2IN .



The complication is that a block of observations on the dependent variable y, denoted ymis, is missing.



Applied Econometrics Missing Data, Combining Data Sets, Matching Regression-Based Imputation, Expectation Maximization algorithm



Applied Econometrics Missing Data, Combining Data Sets, Matching Regression-Based Imputation, A least-squares based imputation. We assume that the available complete observations are a random sample from the population, so that the missing data are assumed to be MAR though not MCAR (missing completely at random). Given the MAR assumption and N1 > K, the first block of N1 observations can be used to consistently estimate the K-dimensional parameter β and σ2. The maximum likelihood estimates of (β, σ2) under Gaussian errors are



b = [X1’ X1]−1 X1’ y1 and



s2 = (y1 − X1b)(y1 − X1b)/N1.



Applied Econometrics Missing Data, Combining Data Sets, Matching First, consider a naive single-imputation procedure for generating the missing observations. Conditional on X2, the predicted values of ymis, denoted ymis, are given by X2b, where b is the preceding estimate obtained using only the first N1 observations



.



In the naive method one would generate the N2 predicted values of ymis, and then apply standard regression methods to the full sample of N = N1 + N2 observations. The two steps in the naive method correspond to the two steps of the EM algorithm. The prediction step is the E-step, and the second-step application of least squares to the augmented sample is the M-step.



Regression-Based Imputation
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A least-squares based imputation.



However, this solution has problems:



First, consider the data augmentation step. Because the generated values ymis lie exactly on the least-squares fitted plane, the addition of (ymis,X2) to the sample to produce a new estimate, βA, does not change the previous estimate β:



Regression-Based Imputation
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A least-squares based imputation.



Second, the estimate of σ2 obtained by the standard formula to the residuals from the augmented sample yields an estimate that is too small because the additional N2 residuals are zero by construction,



where s2 correctly divides by N1 rather than N.



Regression-Based Imputation
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A least-squares based imputation.



Finally, as can be seen from the expression for the sampling variance of ymis, the generated predictions are heteroskedastic, unlike the y1, and hence the variance of βA cannot be estimated using the least-squares formula in the usual way. The observations ymis are draws from a distribution with a different variance. The naive method does not make allowance for the uncertainty attached to the estimates of ymis.



Regression-Based Imputation
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A least-squares based imputation.



To fix these problems modifications are needed. First, the estimation ofymis should take account of uncertainty regarding β estimates. This may be done by adjusting ymis and adding some “noise” to the generated predictions such that the estimates of missing data more closely mimic a draw from the (estimated or conditional) distribution of y1. A standardization step can use the fact that an estimate of V[ymis] . V, is available. Hence the components of the transformed variable V−1/2 ymis have unit variance. To mimic the distribution of y1,we can make a Monte Carlo draw from N[0, s2] distribution and multiply it by V−1/2 ymis .



Regression-Based Imputation
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A least-squares based imputation.



The revised algorithm is as follows. 1. Estimate β using the N1 complete observations as before. 2. Generate ymis = X2β2. 3. Generate adjusted values of where um is a Monte Carlo draw from the N (0, s2) distribution and element-by-element multiplication. 4. Using the augmented sample obtain a revised estimate of β. Repeat steps 1–4 where in step 1 the revised estimate of β is used. The revised algorithm, also an EM-type algorithm, continues until it converges in the sense that the changes in the coefficients or the changes in regression residual sum of squares become arbitrarily small.



denotes
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Regression-Based Imputation Multiple based imputation. The analysis of the preceding section explains how to generate a single imputation. However, a single imputation does not adequately handle the missing-data uncertainty. The conditional predictive distribution of Ymis|Yobs, θ is obtained by averaging over the observed-data posterior of θ:



Proper multiple imputations from a Bayesian viewpoint reflect uncertainty about Ymis, given the uncertainty about parameters of the model. After multiple imputation the missing data Ymis are replaced by simulated/imputed values Each of the complete data sets is then analyzed as if it were complete. The results from the m analyses will show variation that reflects the uncertainty resulting from the missing data.
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Regression-Based Imputation Multiple based imputation. . With m different data sets questions arise about how one should determine an appropriate value for m and how the m sets of parameter estimates and covariance matrices should be combined. We will discuss both questions. In considering how to combine the results based on multiply imputed data the key result, stated for an arbitrary statistic Q, is that the actual posterior distribution of Q, is obtained by averaging over the complete-data posterior distribution of Q. This means averaging over the results of multiple imputations of missing observations (Rubin, 1996).



It implies that the final estimate of Q is given by the law of iterated expectations,
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Regression-Based Imputation Multiple based imputation. It implies that the final estimate of Q is given by the law of iterated expectations: E[Q|Yobs] = E[ E[ Q|Yobs,Ymis] | Yobs] The posterior mean of Q is the average of Qr using complete data after repeated imputation of missing data. The final variance of Q is given by the formula (we don’t derive it) V[Q|Yobs] = E[V[Q|Yobs,Ymis]|Yobs] + V[E[Q|Yobs,Ymis]|Yobs],
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Regression-Based Imputation Multiple based imputation. The measure of the relative efficiency of m multiple imputations is



where λ is the fraction of missing observations. Efficiency is measured relative to no missing data Table below shows that with 3 imputations the efficiency can be as high as 97% with 10% missing data, and 86% with 50% missing data. With 10 or more imputations the relative efficiency exceeds 95% with 50% missing data. Thus, the number of imputations need not be very high.
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Regression-Based Imputation Multiple based imputation. The measure of the relative efficiency of m multiple imputations is Relative Efficiency of Multiple Imputation
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simple multiple regression



We set β = [1 1 1], N =1,000, and the proportion of randomly missing data on x1 and x2 to either 10% or 25%. For any i ,either x1 or x2, or both, may be missing. We also use two different values of ρ, 0.36 and 0.64.



Applied Econometrics Missing Data, Combining Data Sets, Matching 500 iterations are used (MC). For demonstration purposes only, the number of imputations is fixed at 10 There are no dramatic differences among methods. Because the MAR assumption applies, point estimates from listwise deletion and the full sample remain close, but as expected the standard errors are larger under listwise deletion. Under mean imputation the point estimate of β2 diverges relatively more, but the observed variation is well within the bounds of sampling error. It appears that simulation attains rather rapidly, there being very little difference between the results with 10 and 10,000 iterations. Missing Data Imputation: Linear Regression Estimates with 10% Missing Data and High Correlation Using MCMC Algorithm



Applied Econometrics Missing Data, Combining Data Sets, Matching 500 iterations are used (MC). For demonstration purposes only, the number of imputations is fixed at 10 There are no dramatic differences among methods. Because the MAR assumption applies, point estimates from listwise deletion and the full sample remain close, but as expected the standard errors are larger under listwise deletion. Under mean imputation the point estimate of β2 diverges relatively more, but the observed variation is well within the bounds of sampling error. It appears that simulation attains rather rapidly, there being very little difference between the results with 10 and 10,000 iterations. Missing Data Imputation: Linear Regression Estimates with 10% Missing Data and Low Correlation Using MCMC Algorithm



Applied Econometrics Missing Data, Combining Data Sets, Matching Propensity score A propensity score is the probability of a unit (e.g., person, classroom, school) being assigned to a particular treatment given a set of observed covariates Suppose that we have a binary treatment T, an outcome Y, and background variables X. The propensity score is defined as the conditional probability of treatment given background covariates (X)



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching Matching Techniques Imputation multiple par méthode de régression



Montants calculés sur BDF



Monta nts imputé s sur ERF



Montants imputés sur BDF



Label



Moyenne



Ecart type



Moyenne



Ecart type



Moyen ne



Ecart type



TVA TAUX Normal



1 534



1005



1610



1035



1520



1030



TVA TAUX REDUIT



231



135



242



137



232



138



TAXES SUR LES ALCOOLS



37



126



35



116



37



130



AUTRES (ASSURANCES)



225



193



235



146



225



192



TIPP



515



568



560



599



517



590



TAXES SUR TABAC



97



202



101



205



94



204



TAXES SUR JEUX DE HASARD



17



141



17



66



17



138



Montant moyen total



2 656



2 800



2 642



Montant total (en millions d'euros)



65 125



68 658



64 798



TAXES



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching Matching Techniques Régression ponctuelle classique



Montants calculés sur BDF



Monta nts imputé s sur ERF



Montants imputés sur BDF



Label



Moyenne



E.type



Moyenne



Ecart type



Moyen ne



E.type



TVA TAUX Normal



1 534



1 005



1 534



798



1 478



782



TVA TAUX REDUIT



231



135



231



105



227



105



TAXES SUR LES ALCOOLS



37



126



37



14



37



13



AUTRES (ASSURANCES)



225



193



227



116



220



115



TIPP



515



568



522



329



488



307



TAXES SUR TABAC



97



202



93



62



91



61



TAXES SUR JEUX DE HASARD



17



141



17



3



17



3



Montant moyen total



2 656



2 661



2 557



Montant total (en millions d'euros)



65 125



65 251



64 004



TAXES
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Imputation by propensity score



Montants calculés sur BDF



Montants imputés sur BDF



Montants imputés sur ERF



Label



Moyenne



Ecart type



Moyenne



Ecart type



Moyenne



Ecart type



TVA TAUX Normal



1 534



1 005



1601



1022



1525



995



TVA TAUX REDUIT



231



135



241



138



234



134



TAXES SUR LES ALCOOLS



37



126



35



113



36



121



AUTRES (ASSURANCES)



225



193



233



145



228



227



TIPP



515



568



553



592



526



571



TAXES SUR TABAC



97



202



98



203



96



203



TAXES SUR JEUX DE HASARD



17



141



17



65



19



189



Montant moyen total



2 656



2778



2 664



Montant total (en millions d'euros)



65 125



68 126



65 325



TAXES



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching The Rubin Causal Model (RCM), with its potential outcomes notation: it emphasizes the counterfactual situations of the units in the treatment or control condition: –



what would the outcome of the treated units have been had they not been treated?



–



and what would the outcome of the untreated have been had they been treated ?



These two counterfactual situations define the missing outcomes for the treatment and control units, respectively. Matching techniques can be broadly considered as methods for imputing these missing counterfactual outcomes either at the individual level (individual case matching) or the group level.



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching Formally, each unit i has two potential outcomes (situations):



the potential control outcome Yi 0 under the control condition (Zi = 0), (not treated)



the potential treatment outcome Yi 1 under treatment condition (Zi = 1) (treated)



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching



Yi 0 Yi 1 are called potential outcomes because these are the unknown but fixed outcomes before unit i gets assigned or selects into the treatment or control condition.



After treatment, only one of the two potential outcomes is revealed—the potential treatment outcome for the treated and the potential control outcome for the untreated. The respective other potential outcomes remain hidden.



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching



Given the pair of potential outcomes (Yi 0 Yi 1 ) , two causal quantities are frequently of main interest: – the Average Treatment Effect for the overall target population or sample (ATE), – the Average Treatment effect for the Treated (ATT). – ATE and ATT are defined as the expected differences in potential outcomes:



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching



In practice, the choice of the causal quantity of interest depends on the research question



whether the interest is in estimating the treatment effect for the overall target population treated and untreated units together the treatment effect for the treated units only. If we were able to observe both potential (predicted) outcomes we could determine the causal effect of treatment (special characteristic) for each unit, that is, Yi 1- Yi 0 i = 1, …, N, and simply estimate ATE and ATT by averaging the difference in potential treatment and control outcomes (see Imbens, 2004; Schafer & Kang, 2008.



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching



.



Since the outcome we actually observe for unit i depends on the treatment status, we can define the observed outcome as:



Yi =Yi 0(1- Zi ) + Yi 1 Zi



(Rubin, 1974).



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching



At the group level, we can only observe the expected treatment outcome for the treated: .



and the expected control outcome for the untreated:



These conditional expectations differ in general from the overall averages E(Yi 1), E(Yi 0) due to differential selection of units into the treatment and control condition.



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching



The simple difference in observed groups is biased .



Is biased estimator for ATE and ATT because of the possible selection or assignment mechanism.



One way of establishing an ignorable selection mechanism is to randomize units into treatment and control conditions. Randomization ensures that potential outcomes (Y0 ,Y1) are independent of treatment assignment Z, that is, (Y0 ,Y1) ┴ Z .



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching



In practice, randomization is frequently not possible due to practical, ethical, or other reasons such that researchers have to rely on observational studies. .



In such studies, treatment assignment typically takes place by self-, administrator-, or third-person selection rather than randomization For instance, unemployed persons might select into a labor market program because of their own motivation, friends’ encouragement or recommendation, but also administrators’ assessment of the candidates’ eligibility. This style of selection process very likely results in treatment and control groups that differ not only in a number of baseline covariates, but also in potential outcomes.



Thus, potential outcomes cannot be considered as independent of treatment selection.



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching



Several types of models using statistical methods to removing selection bias could be used: (matching estimators, : standard regression, analysis of covariance models, structural equation model). .



Generally all these models try to match treatment and control units on observed baseline characteristics X in order to create comparable groups just as randomization would have done. If treatment selection is ignorable and if treatment and control groups are perfectly matched on X, then potential outcomes are independent of treatment selection.



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching Matching Techniques Multivariate Matching Techniques •



We observe only the potential treatment outcomes for the treated units while their potential control outcomes are missing.



•



Matching estimators impute each treated unit’s missing potential control outcome by the outcome of the unit’s nearest neighbor in the control group.



•



estimating ATT: the basic concept of matching is simple: for each unit in the treatment group find at least one untreated unit from the pool of control cases that is indentical or as similar as possible on all baseline characteristics.



•



estimating ATE we also need to find treatment matches for each unit in the control group in order to impute the control units’ missing treatment outcome. Thus, each unit draws its missing potential outcome from the nearest neighbor (or set of nearest neighbors) in the respective other group.



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching •



Matching Techniques Multivariate Matching Techniques Given all these choices, which we describe in more detail below, matching results in a complete dataset of actually observed and imputed potential outcomes and thus, allows the estimation of average treatment effects. Let M be the predetermined number of matches and JM(i) = {j : unit j belongs to the group of the M nearest neighbors to unit i} the index set of matches for each unit i = 1, …, N that indicates the M closest matches for unit i. Given all these choices, matching results in a complete dataset of actually observed and imputed potential outcomes and thus, allows the estimation of average treatment effects.



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching •



Matching Techniques Multivariate Matching Techniques We observe only the potential treatment outcomes for the treated units while their potential control outcomes are missing. Creating a matched dataset involves three main decisions. – First, the choice of a distance metric on observed baseline covariates that quantify the dissimilarity between each treatment and control unit. – Second, the decision on a specific matching strategy, that is, the number of matches for each unit, the width of the caliper for preventing poor matches, and whether to match with or without replacement. – Third, the choice of an algorithm that actually performs the matching and creates the matched dataset. Given all these choices, matching results in a complete dataset of actually observed and imputed potential outcomes and thus, allows the estimation of average treatment effects.



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching Matching Techniques Multivariate Matching Techniques We then can define the (imputed) potential treatment and control outcomes as



Then, the simple matching estimator is the average difference in estimated potential outcomes (Abadie & Imbens, 2002),that is,



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching Matching Techniques Multivariate Matching Techniques Distance Metrics. For determining exact or close matches for a given unit i, we first need to define a distance metric (dij) that quantifies the dissimilarity between pairs of observations say, between units i and j. The metric is defined on the originally observed set of baseline covariates X. A distance of zero (dij = 0) typically implies that the two units are identical on all observed covariates, while a nonzero distance suggests a difference in at least one of the baseline covariates—the larger the difference the less similar are the units on one or more covariates. A large variety of distance metrics has been suggested for different types of scales but the most commonly used metrics are the Euclidean and Mahalanobis distance.
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The standard Euclidean distance between units i and j is the sum of the squared differences in covariates xg (for g = 1, …, p covariates):



•



The Mahalanobis distance takes the correlation structure via the inverse variance covariance matrix Sx into account, is frequently preferred to the Euclidean distance.



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching Matching Techniques Multivariate Matching Techniques Distance Metrics. • •



In practice, multivariate matching reaches its limits when treatment and comparison cases are matched on a large set of covariates.



•



With an increasing number of covariates, finding matches that are identical or at least very similar on all observed baseline characteristics becomes inherently impossible due to the sparseness of finite samples).



• •



For instance, with only 10 dichotomous covariates we get more than one million (210) distinct combinations which makes it very unlikely that we find close matches for all units even if the



•



treatment and comparison group samples are rather large.



•



Thus, it would be advantageous to have a single composite score instead of multivariate baseline characteristics. Such a score is the propensity score.



• •



Propensity score methods try to solve the sparseness problem by creating a single composite score from all observed baseline covariates X.
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Since conditioning on all relevant covariates is limited in case of a high dimensional vector X (`curse of dimensionality'), Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) suggested the use of so-called balancing scores b(X): Functions of the relevant observed covariates X such that the conditional distribution of X given b(X) is independent of assignment into treatment (or to be in one of another subsets to be matched). One possible balancing score is the propensity score, i.e.the probability of participating in a programme given observed characteristics X. (to be or no to be in one of another subsets to be matched)
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* Based on : Marco Caliendoy, Sabine Kopeinig, Some Practical Guidance for the Implementation of Propensity Score Matching, IZA WP
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The base of the model are individuals, treatment and potential outcomes (or presence in one of observed population subsets) In the case of a binary treatment the treatment indicator Di equals one if individual i receives treatment and zero otherwise (is present or not in a subset of individuals). The potential outcomes are then defined as Yi(Di) for each individual i, where i = 1; :::;N and N denotes the total population. The treatment effect for an individual i can be written as:



The fundamental evaluation problem arises because only one of the potential out-comes is observed for each individual i. The unobserved outcome is called counterfactual outcome (or situation).
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Parameter of Interest (recall): The parameter that received the most attention in evaluation literature is the `average treatment effect on the treated' (ATT), which is defined as:



The difference between the left hand side of equation and ATT is the so-called `self-selection bias‘. The true parameter ATT is only identified , if the indivuals presence in one of another group is independent on treatment.
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When the assignment to treatment (or presence in one group or another) is random the treatment effect can be identified: Another parameter of interest is the `average treatment effect (ATE), which is defined as:



The additional problem when estimating ATE is that both counterfactual outcomes E [Y (1) | D = 0] and E [Y (0) | D = 1] have to be constructed.
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Conditional Independence Assumption (CIA): One possible identification strategy is to assume, that given a set of observable covariates X which are not affected by treatment, potential outcomes are independent of treatment assignment:(Unconfoundedness)



This implies, that selection is solely based on observable characteristics and that all variables that infuence treatment assignment and potential outcomes simultaneously are observed . This is a strong assumption and has to be justifed by the data quality at hand.
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Conditional Independence Assumption (CIA) in case of propensity score approach):



(Unconfoundedness given the PS (P(X)):



Common Support: Another requirement besides CIA is the common support or overlap condition. It means the perfect predictability of D given X:



(Overlap) 0 < P (D = 1| X) < 1 It ensures that persons with the same X values have a positive probability of being both participants and nonparticipants.
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Estimation Strategy: Given that CIA holds and assuming that there is overlap between both groups (called the PSM)estimator for ATT ) can be written in general as:



It means that, the PSM estimator is simply the mean difference in outcomes over the common support, appropriately weighted by the propensity score distribution of participants.
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Model Choice: Any discrete choice model can be used. Binary choice – logit or probit models (LPM too) - similar results Multiple treatment case : multinomial logit is based on stronger assumptions than the multinomial probit model, making the latter one preferable.
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Variable Choice: More advice is available regarding the inclusion (or exclusion) of covariates in the propensity score model. The matching assumes CIA, requiring that the outcome variable(s) must be independent of treatment, conditional on the propensity score. Hence, implementing matching requires choosing a set of variables X . Only variables that infuence simultaneously the participation decision and the outcome variable should be included. Only variables that are unaffected by participation (or the anticipation of it) should be included in the model.
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2. Statistical Signifiance: The second approach relies on statistical signifcance and is very common in textbook econometrics. To do so, one starts with a parsimonious specification of the model, e.g. a constant, the age and some regional information, and then `tests up' by iteratively adding variables to the specifcation. A new variable is kept if it is statistically signifcant at conventional levels. If combined with the `hit or miss' method, variables are kept if they are statistically signifcant and increase the prediction rates by a substantial amount (Heckman, Ichimura, Smith, and Todd, 1998).
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Leave-one-out Cross-Validation: Leave-one-out cross-validation can also be used to choose the set of variables to be included in the propensity score. Black and Smith (2003) implement their model selection procedure by starting with a`minimal' model containing only two variables. They subsequently add blocks o additional variables and compare the resulting mean squared errors. As a note of caution they stress, that thi amounts to choosing the propensity score model based on goodness-of fit considerations, rather than based on theory and evidence about the set of variables related to the participation decision and the outcomes (Blackand Smith, 2003). They also point out an interesting trade-off in finite samples between the plausibilit of the CIA and the variance of the estimates. When using the full specification, bias arises from selecting a wide bandwidth in response to the weakness of the common support. In contrast to that, when matching on the mini-mal specification, common support is not a problem but the plausibility of the CIA is. This trade-of also a®ects the estimated standard errors, which are smaller for the minimal speciication where the common support condition poses no problem. Finally, checking the matching quality can also help to determine which variables should be included in the model.
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Alternatives to the Propensity Score: Finally, it should also be noted that it is possible to match on a measure other than the propensity score, namely the underlying index of the score estimation. The advantage of this is that the index differentiates more between observations in the extremes of the distribution of the propensity score (Lechner, 2000a). This is useful if there is some concentration of observations in the tails of the distribution. Additionally, in some recent papers the propensity score is estimated by duration models. This is of particular interest if the `timing of events' plays a crucial role (see e.g. Brodaty, Crepon, and Fougere (2001) or Sianesi (2004)).
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Choosing a PSM Matching Algorithm



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching Matching Techniques Implementation of Propensity Score Matching Nearest Neighbour Matching (NN): The individual from the comparison group is chosen as a matching partner for a treated individual that is closest in terms of propensity score. Several variants of NN matching are proposed, e.g. NN matching `with replacement' and `without replacement'. In the former case, an untreated individual can be used more than once as a match, whereas in the latter case it is considered only once. If we allow replacement, the average quality of matching will increase and the bias will decrease. NN matching faces the risk of bad matches,if the closest neighbour is far away.



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching Matching Techniques Implementation of Propensity Score Matching Caliper and Radius Matching: If NN faces the risk of bad matches with ,the closest neighbour is far away the solution can be imposing a tolerance level on the maximum propensity score distance (caliper). Imposing a caliper works in the same direction as allowing for replacement. Bad matches are avoided and hence the matching quality rises. However, if fewer matches can be performed, the variance of the estimates increases. Applying caliper matching means that those individual from the comparison group is chosen as a matching partner for a treated individual that lies within the caliper (`propensity range') and is closest in terms of propensity score. Smith and Todd (2005) note, a possible drawback of caliper matching is that it is difficult to know a priori what choice for the tolerance level is reasonable.
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Dehejia and Wahba (2002) suggested a variant of caliper matching which is called radius matching. The basic idea of this variant is to use not only the nearest neighbour within each caliper but all of the comparison members within the caliper. Benefit of this approach is that it uses only as many comparison units as are available within the caliper and therefore allows for usage of extra (fewer) units when good matches are (not) available. It shares the attractive feature of oversampling mentioned above, but avoids the risk of bad matches.



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching Matching Techniques Implementation of Propensity Score Matching Stratification and Interval Matching: The idea of stratifcation matching is to partition the common support of the propensity score into a set of intervals (strata) and to calculate the impact within each interval by taking the mean difference in outcomes between treated and control observations. This method is also known as interval matching, blocking and subclassiffcation (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983). Question: how many strata should be used in empirical analysis. Cochrane and Chambers (1965) shows that five subclasses are often enough to remove 95% of the bias associated with one single covariate. Exists automatic algorithms: First, check if within a stratum the propensity score is balanced. If not, strata are too large and need to be split. If, conditional on the propensity score being balanced, the covariates are unbalanced, the specification of the propensity score is not adequate and has to be respecified.



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching Matching Techniques Implementation of Propensity Score Matching Kernel and Local Linear Matching: The matching algorithms discussed so far have in common that only a few observations from the comparison group are used to construct the counterfactual outcome of a treated individual. Kernel matching (KM) and local linear matching (LLM) are non-parametric matching estimators that use weighted averages of all individuals in the control group to construct the counterfactual outcome. Thus, one major advantage of these approaches is the lower variance which is achieved because more information is used. A drawback of these methods is that possibly observations are used that are bad matches. Hence, the proper imposition of the common support condition is of major importance for KM and LLM



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching Matching Techniques Implementation of Propensity Score Matching Weighting on Propensity Score: Imbens (2004) notes that propensity scores can also be used as weights to obtain a balanced sample of treated and untreated individuals. If the propensity score is known, the estimator can directly by implemented as the difference between a weighted average of the outcomes for the treated and untreated individuals. Unless in experimental settings, the propensity score has to be estimated. As Zhao (2004) note, the way propensity scores are estimated is crucial when implementing weighting estimators. Hirano and Imbens (2002) suggest a straightforward way to implement this weighting on propensity score estimator by combining it with regression adjustment.



Applied Econometrics Combining Data Sets – Matching Matching Techniques Implementation of Propensity Score Matching Trade-offs in Terms of Bias and Efficiency: Having presented the different possibilities, the question remains on how one should select a specificc matching algorithm. Clearly, asymptotically all PSM estimators should yield the same results, because with growing sample size they all become closer to comparing only exact matches (Smith, 2000). In small samples the choice of the matching algorithm can be important (Heckman, Ichimura, and Todd, 1997), where usually a trade-off between bias and variance arises. So what advice can be given to researchers facing the problem of choosing a matching estimator?
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Overlap and Common Support



Figure 3 gives a hypothetical example and clarifies the differences between both approaches. In the first example the propensity score distribution is highly skewed to the left (right) for participants (nonparticipants). Even though this is an extreme example, researchers are confronted with similar distributions in practice too.
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Overlap and Common Support



ATT and ATE are only defined in the region of common support. Hence, an important step is to check the overlap and the region of common support between treatment and comparison group. Minima and Maxima comparison: The basic criterion of this approach is to delete all observations whose propensity score is smaller than the minimum and larger than the maximum in the opposite group. Trimming to Determine the Common Support A different way to overcome these possible problems is suggested by Smith and Todd (2005). They use a trimming procedure to determine the common support region and define the region of common support as those values of P that have positive density within both the D = 1 and D = 0 distributions, Any P points for which the estimated density is exactly zero are excluded. Additionally - to ensure that the densities are strictly positive - they require that the densities exceed zero by a threshold amount q. So not only the P points for which the estimated density is exactly zero, but also an additional q percent of the remaining P points for which the estimated density is positive but very low are excluded
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Assessing the Matching Quality



The basic idea of all approaches (there are numerous) is to compare the situation before and after matching and check if there remain any differences after conditioning on the propensity score. If there are differences, matching on the score was not (completely) successful and remedial measures have to be done, e.g. by including interaction-terms in the estimation of the propensity score.
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An additional problem arising in evaluation studies is that samples used are often choice-based (Smith and Todd, 2005). This is a situation where programme participants are oversampled relative to their frequency in the population of eligible persons. Using weights can be a solution, but how to estimate them?
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Estimation of Standard Errors Testing the statistical significance of treatment effects and computing their standard errors is not a straightforward thing to do. The problem is that the estimated variance of the treatment effect should also include the variance due to the estimation of the propensity score, the imputation of the common support, and possibly also the order in which treated individuals are matched. Bootstrapping: One way to deal with this problem is to use bootstrapping as suggested e.g. by Lechner (2002). This method is a popular way to estimate standard errors in case analytical estimates are biased or unavailable. Other more sophisticated methods apply to specific situations.
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Available Software to Implement Matching . The most commonly used platform for these tools is Stata and we will present the three most distributed tools here. Becker and Ichino (2002) provide a programme for PSM estimators (pscore, attnd, attnw, attr, atts, attk ) which includes estimation routines for nearest neighbour, kernel, radius, and strati¯cation matching. To obtain standard errors the user can choose between bootstrapping and the variance approximation proposed by Lechner (2001). Leuven and Sianesi (2003) provide the programme psmatch2 for implementing different kinds of matching estimators including covariate and propensity score matching. It includes nearest neighbour and caliper matching (with and withoutreplacement), kernel matching, radius matching, local linear matching and Mahalanobis metric (covariate) matching. Furthermore, this programme includes routines for common support graphing (psgraph) and covariate imbalance testing (pstest).Standard errors are obtained using bootstrapping methods. Finally, Abadie, Drukker, Leber Herr, and Imbens (2004) o®er the programme nnmatch for implementing covariate matching, where the user can choose between several different distance metrics.
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Conclusion .
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Conclusion The aim of this lecture was to give some guidance for the implementation of propensity score matching. . Basically five implementation steps have to be considered when using PSM (as depicted in Figure 1). The discussion has made clear that a researcher faces a lot of decisions during implementation and that it is not always an easy task to give recommendations for a certain approach. Table 2 summarises the main fidings of this paper and also highlights sections where information for each implementation step can be found. The first step of implementation is the estimation of the propensity score. We have shown, that the choice of the underlying model is relatively unproblematic in the binary case whereas for the multiple treatment case one should either use a multinomial probit model or a series of binary probits (logits). After having decided about which model to be used, the next question concerns the variables to be included in the model. We have argued that the decision should be based on economic theory and previous empirical findings, and we have also presented several statistical strategies which may help to determine the choice. If it is felt that some variables play a specifcally important role in determining participation and outcomes, one can use an `overweighting' strategy, for example by carrying out matching on sub-populations. The second implementation step is the choice among different matching algorithms.



There is no algorithm which dominates in all data situations.
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Summary Table and Conclusion .
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Summary Table and Conclusion .
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Overlap and Common Support



ATT and ATE are only de¯ned in the region of common support. Hence, an important step is to check the overlap and the region of common support between treatment and comparison group.
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Montants calculés sur BDF



Monta nts imputé s sur ERF



Montants imputés sur BDF



Label



Moyenne



Ecart type



Moyenne



Ecart type



Moyen ne



Ecart type



TVA TAUX Normal



1 534



1005



1610



1035



1520



1030



TVA TAUX REDUIT



231



135



242



137



232



138



TAXES SUR LES ALCOOLS



37



126



35



116



37



130



AUTRES (ASSURANCES)



225



193



235



146



225



192



TIPP



515



568



560



599



517



590



TAXES SUR TABAC



97



202



101



205



94



204



TAXES SUR JEUX DE HASARD



17



141



17



66



17



138



Montant moyen total



2 656



2 800



2 642



Montant total (en millions d'euros)



65 125



68 658



64 798



TAXES
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Montants calculés sur BDF



Monta nts imputé s sur ERF



Montants imputés sur BDF



Label



Moyenne



E.type



Moyenne



Ecart type



Moyen ne



E.type



TVA TAUX Normal



1 534



1 005



1 534



798



1 478



782



TVA TAUX REDUIT



231



135



231



105



227



105



TAXES SUR LES ALCOOLS



37



126



37



14



37



13



AUTRES (ASSURANCES)



225



193



227



116



220



115



TIPP



515



568



522



329



488



307



TAXES SUR TABAC



97



202



93



62



91



61



TAXES SUR JEUX DE HASARD



17



141



17



3



17



3



Montant moyen total



2 656



2 661



2 557



Montant total (en millions d'euros)



65 125



65 251



64 004



TAXES
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Imputation by propensity score



Montants calculés sur BDF



Montants imputés sur BDF



Montants imputés sur ERF



Label



Moyenne



Ecart type



Moyenne



Ecart type



Moyenne



Ecart type



TVA TAUX Normal



1 534



1 005



1601



1022



1525



995



TVA TAUX REDUIT



231



135



241



138



234



134



TAXES SUR LES ALCOOLS



37



126



35



113



36



121



AUTRES (ASSURANCES)



225



193



233



145



228



227



TIPP



515



568



553



592



526



571



TAXES SUR TABAC



97



202



98



203



96



203



TAXES SUR JEUX DE HASARD



17



141



17



65



19



189



Montant moyen total



2 656



2778



2 664



Montant total (en millions d'euros)



65 125



68 126



65 325



TAXES
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